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The City of Namara is a fictitious place created by Robert G. Achtel. In the photographs that 
define this curious and digitally fabricated location, Achtel presents Namara as a place devoid of 
people and filled with modernist architecture. Each building is shot straight-on and fills the 
frame. These evocative and precisely positioned structures are created by digitally compositing 
thousands of photographs of buildings, signage and the landscape, as well as fragments of sky 
and road that Achtel captured during visits to Nevada, Florida and California. Because they are 
digital composites, however seamless they might be, the works call into question the notion of 
photographic veracity. While Achtel begins with “real” physical forms, he changes the colors, 
proportions and relationships between the elements by using software, such as Photoshop, to 
create a heightened sense of place.

The Gateway (all works 2020) depicts the facade of a liquor store called Liquor Swamp. The 
scripted letters of the word liquor— white lines surrounded by black— are installed above 
diamond-shaped plaques with the letters S-W-A-M-P on a striated dark green facade of a 
midcentury modern building that has a Jetsons essence. Bisecting the building is a tall light pole 
supporting a sign that states, “No Parking: Drive Thru Only.” However, there is no visible drive-
thru. Stone walls depicted in shadow make up the lower portion and are positioned on either 
side of the glass entrance. The building is set in a vast empty landscape with a few palm trees 
blowing in an invisible breeze. Telephone wires and the top of light fixtures provide a resting 
place for groups of birds that may or may not have been in the “original” photographs.

In Jealousy, Achtel presents a stark white facade with nine tall recessed spaces, each casting 
slightly different sized shadows consistent with their positions in relation to the sun. The black 
block letters across the facade of the building announce “The Modern Gentleman” while in the 
window below, there appears a neon sign stating “Nudes 24/7.” As in The Gateway, the setting 
is devoid of life (except for occasional birds) and the landscape is a barren strip of road in a 
desert climate. To the left and just behind the central structure is a tall skyscraper jutting into the 
sky like a minimalist sculpture.  To the right is another Jetsons styled modernist building with 
spiky yellow supports. At one time, this might have been a carwash or body shop, but in Achtel’s 
image the sign now reads “B-O-Y.”



Though each building is unique, Achtel’s process becomes a bit formulaic. In most photographs 
he sets the main structure against a distant landscape with palm trees and birds, as well as 
other modernist buildings placed at the edges of the image to emphasize a vanishing 
perspective. The buildings in Achtel’s city have specific functions — be it to entertain or heal— 
and Achtel reinforces this through the narrative implied by reading across the different 
fragments of signage. The facade of The Fix is a geometric design featuring bright green and 
blue interlocking diamond shapes. The patterned facade has nothing to do with the building’s 
function— it is a “drug” store called “World of Drugs” that advertises it as “Doc’s Choice.” Achtel 
includes a windowless building in the mid-ground called “Relapse” creating an ironic contrast. 
Relapse, replace, revive are all words easily associated with Achtel’s project. Many of the 
buildings photographed were once dilapidated, abandoned structures from bygone eras that 
Achtel has resurrected by compositing and then transforming myriad details from the originals.

What is most striking about Achtel’s images is the Bechers-like straight-on presentation of these 
fabricated facades. Though different, they exist in the same space, set back from the white or 
yellow striped road surrounded by blue sky. Achtel purposely creates over-determined spaces 
that are reminders of both past and present. The images allude to a dystopia. Is this dream city 
heaven or hell? The facades in The City of Namara with their modern enhancements are drawn 
from the landscape discussed in Learning from Las Vegas and reference 1950s architecture 
found in both Las Vegas and Miami. Achtel imbues his city with texts that speak to loss, love 
and dependence, while simultaneously celebrating the visual power of “Modernist” architecture
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